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Abstract. Organizational culture has been recognized as an influential factor af-
fecting the successes and failures of usability work in organizations; however, 
there is a lack of research on organizational culture in open source software 
(OSS) development. This paper shows that there are different kinds of cultures 
in OSS development projects and builds propositions on the relationship be-
tween culture and usability work in OSS development projects. Partly those are 
derived from the literature, partly from an exploratory empirical inquiry. We 
speculate whether there is an ideal culture type for usability work in OSS de-
velopment or whether usability work should be modified to fit the different cul-
tures of OSS development projects. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper examines usability work and organizational culture in the context of open 
source software (OSS) development. Usability work includes usability activities 
relating to analysis, design and evaluation that aim at making systems and products 
usable (e.g. [1,2,3,4]). The introduction of usability work into software development 
in general (e.g. [1,2]) and OSS development in particular [3,5,6,7,8,9] is challenging. 
In OSS projects usability has traditionally been neglected, as OSS developers have 
traditionally “scratched their own itch” and usability in the sense of ease of use has 
not been a major concern. Yet, nowadays many OSS solutions have attracted a large 
amount of users who do not want to participate in OSS development, but only to use 
the OSS. Thus, usability of OSS and usability work in OSS development have 
become crucial.  

This paper argues that there are different kinds of cultures in OSS development 
projects as well as stipulates the role culture may play in the introduction of usability 
work into OSS development. The influence of organizational culture on usability 
work has been brought up in the literature (e.g. [1,2,11,12,13]). It has been argued that 
usability work should be compatible with the organizational culture in order to 
succeed [1,2,9,10,13]. As to OSS development, however, literature on the matter is 
very scarce. It has been brought up that OSS development projects have different 
kinds of cultures [6], OSS development culture may be in conflict with usability work 
[6,7,8] and usability activities should be tailored to fit the OSS development 
philosophy and culture [7,8,10]. Yet, no empirical research has been reported.  
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This paper initially inquires the cultural context of OSS development projects and 
speculates on the relationship between usability work and culture in OSS 
development. Culture (as defined in section 2) is approached here through the lens of 
the competing values model that is a widely used model for culture studies (e.g. 
[1,14]). Although the model has originally been developed for explaining differences 
in the organizational effectiveness literature [15], the value orientations in the model 
seem relevant also in OSS development. Moreover, the model has already been 
applied in related research on usability work in commercial software development [1]. 
The paper reports some exploratory research findings gained during a research 
program where attempts for introducing usability work into OSS development have 
been organized. Four OSS case projects are discussed in this paper. 

This paper is structured as follows. The next section addresses the concept of 
culture and reviews related research addressing the relationship between usability 
work and culture. The third section presents the research method used in the empirical 
studies and the empirical results. The last section discusses the implications of the 
findings as well as their limitations and paths for future work. 

2 Literature Review 

Culture has been the topic of study within numerous disciplines, while in cultural 
anthropology it has been the main focus. The discipline studies humans as cultural 
beings, assuming that ‘man is a symbolizing, conceptualizing, meaning-seeking  
animal’ [16]. Although there are several hundred definitions of culture within the 
discipline, some are more prominent than others. A famous definition by Geertz is the 
following: “Man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, 
I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimen-
tal science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning” [16]. Later 
on, the study of culture has spread to different disciplines; including also Information 
Technology (IT) related disciplines. Some studies have even addressed the relation-
ship between usability work and organizational culture. 

In such studies, one can identify two strands: studies discussing the relationship be-
tween ‘usability work and engineering culture’ and studies discussing the relationship 
between ‘usability work and a particular organizational culture’. The first strand ar-
gues that there are discrepancies between the cultures of engineers and usability pro-
fessionals, and cultural change is needed for solving these discrepancies. Engineers 
need to cultivate their work practices [17], but also usability experts should try to 
think and work like engineers to minimize the problem of cultural differences [10,13]. 
The latter strand, on the other hand, discussing the relationship between usability 
work and particular organizational cultures, maintains that the introduction of usabili-
ty work likely succeeds if it is customized to the existing culture as for usability work 
there is no ‘one size fits all’ [1,2,10]. One should understand the particular usability 
myths and values that define the usability culture of the organizations [11]. Obstacles 
for usability include prevalent myths, attitudes, beliefs and incentives [13]. Usability 
myths and values should be presented and openly discussed to succeed [11].  

On the other hand, some studies do not recommend understanding the existing 
usability culture of the organization, but instead present ‘usability culture’ as an ideal 
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state where to aim at [12]. ‘Strategic usability’ is presented as an ideal state that 
means embedding usability in the organizational processes, culture and roadmaps 
[18]. ‘Full scale usability’ involves a major cultural transformation for an organiza-
tion and a paradigm shift for practitioners. There is a need for a cultural change from 
technology and engineering centric views, but such change may cause resistance [19]. 

There are also studies that have shown that there are different cultures in develop-
ment organizations that may have implications on usability work [1,20]. Certain cul-
tural characteristics have been associated with certain usability work characteristics in 
organizations. Four ‘usability cultures’ have been identified that do not describe ideal 
situations, but current states of affairs in studied cases. The characteristics of usability 
work identified seemed to be compatible with the cultural characteristics [1]. Hence, 
the study recommends modifying usability work to fit the existing culture, proposing 
a cultural compatibility hypothesis (see [1,2]).  

Based on the literature, it seems that there may be a cultural clash or conflict be-
tween usability work and engineering culture as well as between usability work and 
culture of some particular development organizations. To solve the problem of cultur-
al clash or conflict, researchers suggest that: 1) Usability work should be modified to 
fit the engineering culture; 2) Usability work should be modified to fit some particular 
organizational culture; 3) Engineering culture should be modified so that usability is 
appreciated and ‘usability culture’ as an ideal state can be achieved; or 4) The organi-
zational culture in question should be modified so that usability is appreciated and 
‘usability culture’ as an ideal state can be achieved. There is variety in the culture 
conceptions in these studies as well as in the assumptions concerning the relationship 
between culture and usability work. Equipped with these tools, we examine studies 
addressing usability work and culture in OSS development. 

Although during the past decade a huge amount of research on OSS development 
has been produced, there is a lack of research addressing the cultural context of OSS 
development. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that there is variety in the OSS 
development community cultures, depending on the software under development, the 
size of the development community and the underlying business model [6]. However, 
empirical research on culture is lacking. On the other hand, researchers have already 
described the general characteristics of OSS development culture, bearing some re-
semblance with the description of engineering culture discussed earlier. OSS devel-
opment culture has been characterized by passion and technical rationality: there are 
people passionate about the OSS they are developing and for them it might be diffi-
cult to empathize with users who do not have the similar level of technical knowledge 
and skills [6]. In OSS development culture, the interest is in scratching one’s own itch 
and in finding technical solutions; there is no particular interest in understanding ‘the 
user’, but to show one’s worth in practice [7]. The culture is described as developer-
centric and merit-based that values technical skills and knowledge above all. In this 
kind of a cultural context it might be difficult for usability experts to gain merit [8].  

Incorporating usability into this kind of a cultural context is a challenge [5]. How-
ever, the cultural clash is not only between usability and OSS development, but be-
tween corporate usability processes and OSS development [8]: decentralized and 
engineering-driven OSS development does not fit very well with corporate usability 
processes. It is argued that usability methods should better fit this culture [8]. Usabili-
ty people should understand the cultural context they are entering into. Trust building 
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and showing merits are key concerns. Different strategies may be utilized. One may 
try to establish authority and trust by showing ones competence (in usability) with 
facts and data, or by trying to slowly integrate into the community [6].  

This paper characterizes particular OSS development projects from the viewpoint of 
usability work and the cultural context and offers some initial propositions on the rela-
tionship between usability work and the cultural context. The cultural context will be 
addressed by using a competing values model as a sensitizing device. The model has 
been widely used in exploring organizational culture in IT research (e.g. [1,14,15,21]. 
It categorizes cultures based on value orientations in organizations. The model includes 
two axes that reflect the different value orientations: change vs. stability, and internal 
focus vs. external focus. Change emphasizes flexibility and spontaneity, while stability 
emphasizes control, continuity and order. Internal focus highlights integration and 
maintenance of the existing system, while external focus highlights competition and 
interaction with the organizational environment [21]. From these two dimensions one 
can identify four primary types of culture: group, adhocratic, hierarchical and rational. 
Usually organizations have features of all of them, while one usually dominates. With-
in the group culture type the emphasis is on flexibility and internal focus. The values 
are the sense of belonging, trust, participation, openness, teamwork, and the sense of 
family. Within the adhocracy culture type the emphasis is also on flexibility, but with 
focus on external environment. The values are innovation, adaptation, creativity, 
growth, resource acquisition, and dynamism. Within the hierarchical culture type the 
emphasis is on control and internal focus. Coordination, stability, measurement, docu-
mentation, order and smooth operation are valued. Finally, within the rational culture 
type the emphasis is on control and external orientation. Planning, goal setting, effi-
ciency, productivity, competitiveness and market superiority are valued. The compet-
ing values model was utilized to make sense of the cultural contexts of the involved 
case OSS projects. The model provided us a concrete typology to be used in the ven-
ture related to which no existing research was found. 

3 Research Design and Empirical Insights 

This research is part of a larger research program, started in 2007, in which suitable 
methods and models for introducing usability work into OSS development have been 
developed and experimented with. This research program follows the design science 
approach, which is about building artefacts for specific purposes and about evaluating 
how well they perform for their intended purposes [22]. The artefacts have been me-
thods for introducing usability work into OSS development. They have been iterative-
ly improved through experimenting with them in real-life OSS development projects. 
During such experimentation, material also for this paper has been collected. The 
research program comprises 13 usability case projects in the OSS development con-
text between years 2007 and 2014. Four cases were selected for this paper: they cha-
racterize clearly the differences between OSS project cultures among the 13 OSS case 
projects. 

In this paper, OSS development cultures and usability work are studied in four  
different OSS development cases. In each case, a different student team introduced 
usability activities into one selected OSS development project under the close  
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supervision and guidance of the researchers, and collected data related to these usabil-
ity activities and the OSS development project. These cases are reported in more de-
tail from different theoretical viewpoints in [3,4,9]. All students had a background of 
multiple theoretical and practical usability courses. They acted as usability specialists 
in the OSS cases. Each student team consisted of three to ten students working be-
tween 200 and 300 hours each during four to six calendar months in planning and 
carrying out the usability activities, communicating with the OSS project, following 
up the impact of usability activities, collecting data, and writing project reports. The 
collected research material includes, e.g., community website content, version 
changelogs, emails, internet relay chat (IRC) logs, forum messages and reports of the 
usability activities. In this paper this research material is analyzed from the viewpoint 
of the OSS development culture and usability work. The competing values model 
offered a sensitizing device, focusing attention to the divergent value orientations in 
OSS development projects.  

3.1 Case 1 

In case 1, the usability intervention was done by a usability team of five students act-
ing as external usability consultants (cf. [23]). The usability team kept its distance 
from developers and community as planned and therefore did not try to get to know 
this OSS project in detail before the usability activities. The usability team conducted 
heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough and usability testing for the OSS and 
reported the findings in a report that was sent to the core developers and mentioned in 
a forum post at the main discussion forum of the community. The developers ac-
knowledged receiving the report and said that they would respond when they had 
discussed it internally. After three years, no contact by the developers has been made, 
the identified usability problems have not been fixed and there has not been discus-
sion about any usability related user interface changes in the forums.  

In general, this OSS development community did not have a rigid hierarchical 
structure. The core developers were easily accessible by the usability team, which was 
indicated by the discussion forums and the IRC channel logs. Moreover, based on the 
discussions in the communication channels such as email lists, discussion forums and 
IRC channels of the project, the community and the developers seemed to be quite 
open to new ideas, new features, and improvements, but only as long as they were 
suggested by someone who was already recognized as merited by the community. 
Neither the community nor the core developers were really interested in an external 
group of usability contributors even though they were open to new ideas from within 
their own community. This was again indicated by the emails and IRC messages be-
tween the developers and the usability team. Altogether, the general mindset among 
the developers was not very encouraging for usability: the suggested usability im-
provements in the forums by users had been frequently shot down by the developers 
as being either irrelevant or a subjective matter of taste. Altogether, based on this 
evidence, we suggest that this OSS development project shares similar features espe-
cially with the group culture type in the competing values model, with emphasis on 
flexibility and internal focus [21]. 
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3.2 Case 2 

Given the failure of introducing usability activities into an OSS project by following a 
traditional external usability consultant approach in case 1, in case 2, the researchers 
tried a new approach by getting the student team into a position of an internal usabili-
ty team. In case 2, the usability team consisted of three students who followed the 
OSS project’s IRC channels and discussion forums for some time and tried to get to 
know the ways of the project (e.g. how to communicate appropriately in the project’s 
IRC channel and discussion forums, what were the development practices of this OSS 
project, who would be the best developer to contact regarding usability issues etc.) 
before letting themselves and their intentions known. According to initial observa-
tions collected by the team, the OSS case 2 project had no prior knowledge or training 
about usability. The usability team contacted the core developers and established 
contact with the lead developer. The usability team tutored the lead developer about 
the concept of usability and offered their assistance to all things related to usability, 
trying to get a legitimate position within the OSS project. The lead developer got 
interested in the possible benefits of better usability and identified several possible 
areas for usability evaluation. The usability team performed heuristic evaluation and 
usability testing for the OSS and was in close contact with the lead developer regard-
ing their findings and possible redesign solutions, and also participated in discussions 
in the project’s IRC channel. After the evaluations, the usability team wrote a report 
of the usability issues, which included also their suggestions for changes to fix the 
usability problems. This time the work of the usability team had an impact. The core 
developers included the suggestions of the usability team as part of the changes to be 
made to the next version of the OSS and also fixed them in the next version. The core 
developers also contacted the usability team later, asking for a new usability evalua-
tion for the next version. 

The OSS community seemed to have a loose hierarchical structure, which was in-
dicated by discussion forum and IRC channel messages. The core developers were 
easy to contact. They were interested in usability contributions and gave a warm wel-
come to the usability team even though they were not at first certain what usability 
was, which was indicated by the IRC and email messages between the developers and 
the usability contributors. In general, the community and the developers welcomed 
everybody willing to contribute towards the common goal of the community in any 
way, which was indicated by the welcoming attitude in the discussion forum and the 
IRC messages. Therefore, based on the evidence collected, we suggest that this OSS 
development project shares similar features especially with the adhocratic culture type 
in the competing values model, with emphasis on flexibility and external focus [21]. 

3.3 Case 3 

In case 3, a usability team of ten students started by searching and following multiple 
communication channels of an OSS project for a couple of weeks, in order to get to 
know the proper ways of communicating in these channels, the use of community 
specific terminology, the development practices, and the already raised and discussed 
usability issues. The usability team tried to gain a legitimate position by contacting 
the core developers and offering their usability expertise for a particular area of the 
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software, which had already raised some discussion as regards the complicated user 
interface and the difficulties in use. Extensive usability testing and heuristic analysis 
were performed. The usability team wrote several reports about usability problems 
and their suggestions for changes to the user interface to fix these issues. These re-
ports were put available on the usability team’s blog and advertised in the project’s 
IRC channels and discussion forums. The usability team informed the core developers 
and the community through IRC and discussion forums about the future usability 
activities, the usability reports and the redesign mock-ups. The reactions within the 
core developers and the community were varied; one core developer was very suppor-
tive for the usability activities while the other core developers and the community 
ignored the usability team and the usability discussion it tried to raise. The suggested 
changes to the user interface have not been made.  

This OSS development community had a rigid, multilayered hierarchical structure 
and the leading core developer acted as the benevolent dictator, who communicated 
mainly with his trusted core developers, which was indicated by the community web-
site and the lack of direct communication channels to the leading core developer. 
Hence, the leading core developer was inaccessible to the usability team. In this kind 
of OSS development community it may take a lot of time and effort to gain merit and 
access to the inner onion layers of the project. This likely applies to usability special-
ists, too. The evidence also indicates that this OSS development community was not 
very open to new ideas, especially to those proposed by outsiders: the discussions 
within this community showed that the core developers and the community in general 
had rejected many usability and user interface improvements and had firm ideas on 
those matters by themselves. Thus, based on the evidence collected, we suggest that 
this OSS development project shares similar features especially with the hierarchical 
culture type in the competing values model, with emphasis on control and internal 
focus [21]. 

3.4 Case 4 

In case 4, similarly with cases 2 and 3, a usability team of five students followed the case 
OSS project’s IRC channels and discussion forums for some time and tried to get to 
know the practices of the project before introducing themselves and their intentions. The 
usability team conducted heuristic evaluation and usability testing. The usability team 
wrote a preliminary and final usability reports about the usability issues and their sugges-
tions for changes to fix them. The preliminary usability report, delivered to the project’s 
mailing list, resulted in active discussion and lots of interest. The final usability report 
was delivered to the wiki of the OSS project, where the developers commented it active-
ly. In addition, the usability team also submitted code patches and level design work, 
including new user interface menus and a new tutorial for the OSS. These were also re-
ceived positively and they were accepted into the code repository. Moreover, the work of 
the usability team was referenced in several commit messages and one commit message 
asked explicitly for input from the usability team. Furthermore, one of the members of 
the usability team was invited to the development team and given commit rights as a 
result of his work in the usability team, his contributions to the code and discussions, and 
his recognized skills as a user of the OSS.  
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This OSS community had the traditional onion style hierarchical structure, but the 
culture of the community was open for new ideas and innovations. The development 
team of this OSS project was a tight group, who promoted into their team only those 
contributors who had contributed high level code, bug fixes or designs for a long  
period of time and whose ideas were in line with the design philosophy of the devel-
opers and the community. The development team made all decisions after lengthy 
discussions, trying to achieve a consensus. The core developers were easy to contact 
and the team was actually quite open to new members, as was indicated by the invita-
tion of the usability team member into the development team. The core developers 
were also interested in the contributions of the usability team, which was indicated by 
the discussion forum and developer IRC channel messages. The development team 
encouraged the usability team to reduce all unnecessary tedious actions in the OSS to 
make the use better. In general, the community and the developers welcomed every-
body willing to contribute towards the common goal of the community, which was 
again indicated by the discussion forum and the IRC channel messages of this project. 
Therefore, based on the evidence collected, we suggest that this OSS development 
project shares similar features especially with the adhocratic culture type in the com-
peting values model, with emphasis on flexibility and external focus [21]. 

4 Concluding Discussion 

There is a lack of research on culture in the OSS development context; thus, this pa-
per contributes by offering initial insights on the matter. The literature review showed 
interesting distinctions in the literature. ‘Usability culture’ in an ideal sense as well as 
in a sense of current state of affairs was brought up. Some studies recommended 
changing the culture to fit usability work, while others emphasized that usability work 
should be modified to fit the culture in question. Initial results of our inquiry into 
culture and usability work in OSS development projects were presented. The compet-
ing values model was used as a sensitizing device and the four OSS case projects 
were classified to represent adhocratic, group or hierarchical types of culture [21]. 
Our usability intervention succeeded only in the OSS projects showing resemblance 
with the adhocratic type of culture, while in the unsuccessful cases the culture types 
identified were hierarchical and group culture type. However, our results on the rela-
tionship between usability work and different culture types in OSS development 
projects are clearly inconclusive as there are numerous issues that may be affecting 
the results. Quantitative research is required for testing these initial findings. 

However, one can still speculate on the relationship between usability work and 
culture in OSS development projects. Our findings could imply that the adhocratic 
culture type is the most suitable culture type for usability work in the OSS de-
velopment context. Thus, the description of the adhocratic culture type (e.g. [21]) 
could offer guidelines for identifying an ideal culture type for usability work in OSS 
development. Then one could either target only OSS projects representing this ideal 
state of affairs or try to change the culture of OSS projects representing other culture 
types. However, criticism against this kind of conception of culture has been ex-
pressed: cultures should not be viewed as something that can be intentionally changed 
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[1,2], probably even more so in OSS development projects than in commercial devel-
opment organizations, as OSS communities usually operate on voluntary basis.  

On the other hand, an alternative interpretation of the findings could be that: when 
aiming at introducing usability work into OSS development; it needs to be mod-
ified to fit the culture type. This proposition assumes that in the adhocratic culture 
type our approach was suitable, while for other culture types more fitting approaches 
need to be figured out. Along these lines, we next propose what this cultural fitting 
could entail for different culture types, relying on the work of Iivari [1], who has of-
fered recommendations on how usability work could be modified to fit the different 
culture types. We adapt this work to suit the OSS development context and suggest 
that in an OSS development project: 1) With the group culture orientation, the empha-
sis as regards usability work should be on communal decision-making, informal in-
formation sharing, training and teamwork; 2) With the adhocracy culture orientation, 
the emphasis as regards usability work should be on innovation, experimentation, risk 
taking, supporting teamwork, brainstorming and iteration; 3) With the hierarchical 
culture orientation, the emphasis as regards usability work should be on careful plan-
ning and rules, procedures, control and documentation; and 4) With the rational cul-
ture orientation, the emphasis as regards usability work should be on measurement 
and cost benefit considerations that reveal the rationale for usability (cf. [3,4]).  

In this paper, we utilized the competing values model for making sense of the cul-
tural context of OSS development projects. Although the model has been widely used 
in culture studies, other models exist in the literature (e.g., Hofstede’s model of cul-
ture and organizations) and other methods can be used (e.g., ethnography). As regards 
these four cases, it might also be considered as a limitation that the usability special-
ists in these cases were students. On the other hand, students from the IT field actually 
act as fully fledged developers in many OSS projects - students may have both devel-
opment skills and time at their disposal. OSS projects usually do not prioritize formal 
education, but instead value the ability to contribute something useful to the project. 
In the described cases, the OSS developers did not see their status as students as being 
any kind of problem. In addition, the chosen OSS projects may affect the results of 
this experiment and more research is needed. 
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